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TOWARDS FULL FIELD-OF-VIEW FOURIER PTYCHOGRAPHY FOR EXTREME
ULTRAVIOLET MICROSCOPE

Chaoying Gu1, Antoine Islegen-Wojdyla2, Markus Benk2, Kenneth A. Goldberg2, Laura Waller1

1University of California, Berkeley; Berkeley, CA (USA)
2Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory; Berkeley, CA (USA)

ABSTRACT

We evaluate various Fourier ptychographic microscopy
(FPM) reconstruction algorithms using both simulated and
experimental data acquired from an Extreme Ultraviolet
(EUV, 13.5 nm wavelength) microscope. We specifically
focus on the algorithms’ ability to robustly address field-
dependent aberrations, which enables increased spatial res-
olution and quantitative phase imaging across an expanded
field of view. We systematically compare the algorithms’
performance under aberrations for a single zoneplate imag-
ing system, utilizing Fourier Ring Correlation (FRC) as a
systematic metric for assessing reconstruction quality. Fur-
thermore, we explore the impact of systematic errors on the
reconstruction of experimental data, aiming to increase the
effective field of view by 25-fold, from the nominal 5x5 um2

diffraction-limited area. Additionally, our evaluation incorpo-
rates innovative FPM-adjacent methodologies, including the
Angular Ptychographic Imaging with Closed-form method
(APIC), for reconstructing EUV images.

Index Terms— Fourier Ptychography, Extreme ultravio-
let lithography, Aperture synthesis, Full-field imaging, Aber-
ration reconstruction, Fresnel zoneplates, X-ray, Computa-
tional imaging

1. INTRODUCTION

The quality of imaging systems is significantly influenced by
their lenses, which impact various aspects such as light ef-
ficiency, resolution, and aberration. These constraints, how-
ever, can be addressed through a technique known as aperture
synthesis, commonly utilized in fields like radar, astronomy,
and more recently applied to microscopy.

Fourier ptychographic microscopy (FPM) [1] is a compu-
tational imaging technique that synthesizes multiple full-field
images acquired with a coherent illumination with different
illumination angles. This technique exploits information re-
dundancy from overlapped spectrum to retrieve the phase and
thus synthesize the complex spectrum of the object. This syn-
thetic spectrum allows for enhanced resolution of the imaging
system beyond the inherent limitations imposed by the nu-
merical aperture of the objective lens, while also facilitating

quantitative phase imaging.
The scope of FPM has expanded to include other wave-

lengths, such as Extreme Ultraviolet (EUV, 13.5 nm wave-
length), where commercial optics are less available. In this
domain, FPM has achieved a resolution of 26 nm within a
central, 5x5 µm2 diffraction-limited area [2]. However, this
imaging system (the SHARP EUV microscope [3], at the
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory), employs a single-
element zoneplate objective. This configuration introduces
significant aberrations beyond the sweetspot field of view
(FOV), a notable limitation documented in the literature [4].
Although current algorithms are capable of concurrently re-
constructing both the complex object and the pupil, they
exhibit a high sensitivity to initial conditions. Consequently,
existing demonstrations of FPM in the EUV spectrum have
been confined to regions with minimal aberration—the 5x5
µm2 ‘sweet spot’ [2].

Our research aims to extend the application of FPM across
a broader FOV within the EUV spectrum, computationally
addressing challenges posed by limitations in optical manu-
facturing. We conduct a thorough aberration tolerance anal-
ysis utilizing various measurement schemes and reconstruc-
tion algorithms, incorporating prior knowledge of the aberra-
tions wherever feasible. This approach is expected to facil-
itate faster imaging processes, which benefits tasks such as
defect inspection, or allow the use of lower numerical aper-
ture (NA) settings when examining sensitive samples.

2. RELATED WORK

2.1. EUV microscope characterization

We use the method and corresponding data from a previous
study [4] to characterize the aberration of the EUV imaging
system. The FOV is fundamentally limited by the field of the
off-axis zone plate, which serves as the objective lens. We ap-
ply the aberration in the top-left corner of FoV in simulation.
The RMS of the pupil function phase is 0.52π. The ground
truth aberration is shown in the bottom right corner of Fig. 1
ground truth.
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Fig. 1. Simulation of FPM reconstructions of a sub-resolution binary pseudo-random pattern under aberration using various
algorithms: Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) [1], Embedded Pupil Function Recovery (EPRY) [5], Second order Gauss-Newton (GN)
[6], and Angular ptychographic imaging with closed-form method (APIC) [7]. The insert shows the local reconstruction the
field-varying aberrations.

2.2. Full FOV FPM

The standard way to perform full FoV FPM and account for
shift-variant pupil function is to divide the FoV into patches
and reconstruct separately. Ou [5] first demonstrated the full-
field FoV by dividing the whole FoV into patches. Song
[8] proposes a better pupil reconstruction method by using
Zernike decomposition, thus achieving the full-field FPM re-
construction in the visible band.

3. SIMULATION ANALYSIS

In our simulations, we use an array of binary pseudo-random
patterns, which have a relatively flat spectrum and closely ap-
proximate the characteristics of lithography masks intended
for imaging. We evaluate the performance of four distinct
algorithms: the First order Gerchberg-Saxton (GS) [1], Em-
bedded Pupil Function Recovery (EPRY) [5], Second order
Gauss-Newton (GN) [6], and Angular ptychographic imaging
with closed-form method (APIC) [7].

The GS algorithm is applied to reconstruct images with-
out aberration or when a ground truth aberration is provided,
without solving for the aberration itself. Conversely, EPRY
estimates both the object and the pupil function simultane-
ously, though it exhibits slow convergence, yet faithfully re-
constructs the aberration. Previous survey study by Yeh et
al. [9] has concluded that the GN method, with its pupil esti-
mation capability, typically offers superior results in the pres-
ence of aberrations. However, our simulations reveal that un-
der strong aberration conditions and specific illumination pat-
terns, GN does not consistently outperform EPRY after full
convergence. Notably, GN’s main advantages are its robust-
ness to systematic errors and rapid convergence.

APIC, a recently proposed method, aims to analytically
produce robust and fast FPM reconstructions [7]. Nonethe-
less, it faces significant challenges in the EUV measurement
context. First, while traditional FPM typically involves ab-
sorptive objects with strong DC components—a prerequisite
for APIC’s algorithm derivation—the EUV experiments of-
ten involve reflective objects with insufficiently strong DC

components, contradicting APIC’s theoretical requirements.
Second, APIC demands precise NA-matching data that aligns
closely with the transition between bright-field and dark-
field imaging. Its performance declines when the tolerance
is increased to accommodate the illumination pattern we
employed in the EUV microscope.

4. EXPERIMENT EVALUATION

We use experimental data acquired from the SHARP EUV
microscope. The object under investigation is a 5×5 array
of binary pseudo-random patterns, well-suited for validating
full FOV aberration characterization. While no higher NA
lens is available in the EUV spectrum to provide a ground
truth comparison—as is possible in the visible spectrum—the
correlation between the reconstructions of the center and cor-
ner patches allows for a quantitative performance assessment
using FRC.

The zoneplate used in our experiments has an effective
NA of 0.082 designed to emulate the image formation in a
0.33 NA EUV photolithography scanner with a 4x demagnifi-
cation. The theoretical diffraction limit is therefore calculated
as λ/2NA = 82 nm. Each individual pattern in the array mea-
sures 1.14 µm per side with a line width of 60 nm, which ex-
ceeds this diffraction limit, indicating that the individual lines
are not supposed to be well resolved in the raw measurement.

From the initial low-NA captures, as depicted in the sec-
ond column of Fig. 2 (a), it is evident that: 1. the lines within
even the central ’sweet spot’ region are diffraction-limited,
necessitating the use of synthetic aperture techniques enabled
by FPM to enhance resolution; 2. the corner patches are sub-
ject to severe degradation due to aberrations, necessitating
computational correction. After our implementation of full
FOV FPM reconstruction, both challenges are addressed as
the last column of Fig. 2 (a) displays: the previously un-
resolved lines become clearly defined, and the aberrations
are effectively deconvolved computationally. In addition, the
field-dependent pupil reconstruction in Fig. 2 (b) qualita-
tively matches the aberration characterization using speckle
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Fig. 2. Full FoV FPM reconstruction from data collected at 13.5 nm wavelength EUV microscope. (a) The raw capture in the
first column with three color-coded regions highlighted for detailed analysis; the two columns to the right presents the zoomed-
in raw measurements and corresponding FPM reconstructions respectively. (b) The full FoV aberration visualization, where the
FoV is segmented into a 6x6 grid with 20% overlap; this grid layout shows the pupil reconstruction for each patch.

imaging in the literature [4]. In the following sections, we
use Fourier ring correlation (FRC) [10] to quantitatively de-
scribe the resolution enhancement and aberration correction,
and also to compare different available algorithms’ recon-
struction. FRC is a quantitative measure of similarity between
two images in the frequency domain, expressed as a function
of spatial frequency. The FRC plots provide a detailed anal-
ysis of how different frequency components contribute to the
overall image reconstruction quality. It is defined by the fol-
lowing equation:

FRC(R) =
Ĩ1 (R) · Ĩ2 (R)

∗√∣∣∣Ĩ1 (R)
∣∣∣2 · ∣∣∣Ĩ2 (R)

∣∣∣2 (1)

where R represents a specific spatial frequency within radius
R in the frequency domain, and Ĩ1(R) and Ĩ2(R) are the
Fourier transforms of two images extracted at radius R and
treated as a 1D vector, and ∗ denotes the complex conjugate.

4.1. Resolution enhancement

The blue envelope in Fig. 3 shows the FRC between all possi-
ble pairs between 61 central illumination calibration images,
taken periodically between tilted illumination measurements
to monitor any sample drift. There is a noticeable drop in the
FRC at frequencies near the diffraction limit, marked by a red
vertical line, indicating the fundamental physical limit. The
red curve shows the FRC between two FPM reconstructions
using the GN algorithm. This curve demonstrates a noticeable
improvement in mid-frequency resolution, reaching closer to
the limit defined by the synthetic aperture, marked by the blue
vertical line. We focus on the central 332 px×332 px re-
gion out of the total 2048 px×2048 px FOV in this section
to emphasize the best resolution enhancement capability of

FPM. The corner regions are subject to residual aberration
and the other systematic error like field-dependent wavefront
tilt caused by the relative defocus between the illumination
and the object plane.

Fig. 3. FRC analysis of calibration and reconstruction im-
ages: The blue curve shows FRC across calibration images,
revealing a resolution decline at the diffraction limit (red line).
The red curve illustrates improved resolution in FPM recon-
structions with the GN algorithm, approaching the synthetic
aperture limit (blue line).

4.2. Algorithm comparison

Fig. 4 presents the reconstruction performance of various al-
gorithms on both central and corner patches. The reconstruc-
tion from the central patch using the GN algorithm serves as
a ’ground truth’ to assess the effectiveness of aberration cor-
rection in other reconstructions. Ideally, the reconstruction of
the corner patch should match the central patch. Fig. 4 (b)
demonstrates the FRC between different algorithms’ recon-
structions and the ‘ground truth’, clearly indicating that GN
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Fig. 4. (a) Each row presents a reconstruction set of a specific patch in the FoV. The first column illustrates the location of the
patch in the entire raw capture, and the subsequent columns are the FPM reconstruction results using various algorithms. (b)
The FRC curve between the reconstructions of the corner patch by different algorithms (as depicted in the bottom row of panel
a) and the highest quality central patch reconstruction (specifically, the GN result in the top row of panel a).

achieves the highest quality of reconstruction under strong
aberration. As an implementation detail, we employ Sum
of Squared Differences (SSD) to register the two patches,
accommodating any potentially different spacing across the
FOV.

By calculating FRC between the central patch and dif-
ferent algorithms, we can see that GS which does not ac-
count for aberration is the worst. APIC and EPRY gener-
ates similar results, and GN is the best. For the central patch,
with mild aberration, all the algorithms are doing ok. For
the more challenging corner patch, GN is reconstructing the
object most robustly. Note that APIC uses only 15 approxi-
mately NA-matching measurements only (opposed to 61 used
by the other iterative algorithms), and it’s analytical so it takes
only 1s to compute, which is hundreds times faster than the
other iterative algorithms. Despite the theoritical constraint
specific to EUV imaging as mentioned in Sec. 3, APIC has
special advantages and might be of interest for future experi-
ments and studies.

Fig. 4 (a) visually demonstrates that both APIC and
EPRY yield similar outcomes, whereas GN excels, partic-
ularly with the more challenging corner patch. However,
we note that APIC operates with only 15 approximately
NA-matching measurements—significantly fewer than the
61 used by other iterative algorithms—and its analytical na-
ture allows for computation within 1 second, hundreds times
faster than the other methods. Despite theoretical constraints
specific to EUV imaging as discussed in Sec. 3, APIC’s
unique advantages make it a promising candidate for further
research and experiments.

4.3. Systematic error correction

A common systematic error in visible band FPM is the mis-
alignment of LED positions, which provide varied illumina-
tion angles. Unlike traditional systems that use LEDs, the

SHARP system employs an angle scanner and a condenser to
achieve tilted illumination. Therefore, in addition to potential
angle calibration errors for the center patch, it is also sus-
ceptible to other field-dependent systematic errors. Previous
experiments on the SHARP system [4] have reported that the
coherent illumination exhibits field-dependent angular varia-
tions, caused by a relative defocus between the illumination
and the object planes. To address this issue, we apply a first-
order approximation and conduct a grid search over the pa-
rameter α:

−→
kt =

−→
k0 + α · −→xt (2)

where
−→
kt is the field dependent illumination vector at position

−→xt , and
−→
k0 is the central illumination vector.

Fig. 5 illustrates the effectiveness of this correction by
showing the corner patch reconstructed with the GN algo-
rithm. Post-correction improvements are evident as the cen-
tral dots become better resolved. Additionally, there is a no-
ticeable overall lift of the FRC plot between the reconstruc-
tion and the central ’ground truth’, as discussed in Sec. 4.2.

w/o correction with correction

Fig. 5. Improvement in reconstruction quality after system-
atic illumination error correction, demonstrating enhanced
image quality in the corner patch.
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